NVH (noise, vibration, harshness) testing is a very efficient solution to identify part failures before problems may occur. Koops utilizes partnerships with leaders in NVH analysis that allow us to meet a variety of customer specifications. Through innovative automation we are able to build machines for a wide variety of applications.

**Features and Benefits**
- Reduces part quality issues
- Enables part traceability
- Inline or offline testing
- Sound booth integration

**Products Tested**
- Automotive seating
- Automotive HVAC systems
- Motor and gear assemblies
- Any products with moving components

Manually loaded sound room for selective part testing

Manually loaded in line sound booth testing noise and vibration – 100% part test

Palletized sound booth system testing both noise and vibration – 100% part test

Manually loaded inline fixture testing only vibration – 100% part test